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Fiscal riot relief-package note: today’s joint briefing by the Finance department, 
National Treasury and other departments has lifted sentiment, with revenue overruns 
on strong commodity prices and other areas aiding the relief with increasing 
borrowings 
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•   While South Africa is likely to have seen a R49bn loss to GDP in real terms as a 
consequence of the violent strike action earlier this month, the second quarter saw 
significant growth in commodity prices which will have benefited both exports and tax 
revenues.  

•   Q2.21 saw a 14.8% q/q lift in commodity prices overall (as per the Economist Commodities 
price index), and a substantial 19.2% lift in metals prices specifically, both exceeding the 
respective increases of 14.7% q/q and 15.4% q/q in Q1.21.  
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•   Revenue collections for Q2.21 to date are up on estimates, with SARS stating today that 
tax revenue collections were very strong in the first (fiscal) quarter, exceeding those of the 
prior two fiscal year’s first quarters, from a number of sources including VAT and the 
mining sector. 

•   Additionally, corporate tax revenue from the financial sector was higher than expected, 
while SARS has also had a better than anticipated performance in revenue recovery (well 
above that estimated) from compliance activities, also boosting the overall outcome.  

•   SARS added that this greater than expected revenue collection compared to that 
budgeted for in February 2021, is expected to adequately cover the cost of a number of 
measures announced today to provide R36.2bn in fiscal assistance to lessen the recent 
riot’s impact. 

•   In particular, the R350 social relief of distress grant is extended until end March 2022, 
which will cost R27bn, while the cost to Sasria from the riots damage is estimated at 
R15bn to R20bn (the Sasria balance sheet has R9.7bn, while R6.5bn is to come from 
reinsurance). 

•  The police will be allocated an additional R250m, SANDF R750m. National Treasury 
highlights there will be no additional borrowing to fund this fiscal package (allaying rating 
concerns), with reprioritisations and revenue collections better than expected in February. 

•   However, prior to the riots a better than expected economic outcome for 2021 of 4.5% 
was likely, and government’s fiscal position was expected to improve by R50bn to R100bn 
on the strong tax ensuing from the robust growth environment and strong commodity price 
effect . 

•   With the damage to the economy and tax base from the violent riots, and consolidating 
commodity prices, the revenue collection overrun is now likely to be closer to R50bn, while 
the fiscal package announced today will not fully cover the losses faced by businesses. 

    

  Please scroll down to the second section below 
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•   The briefing further detailed that R5.3bn will come from the UIF, while national treasury 
will provide R3.9bn to Sasria and there will be a R5bn tax incentive support for 
employment. The broad measures mainly provide temporary socio-economic relief, with 
less for businesses. 

•   However, absent the greater than anticipated recovery in the global economy, which has 
been driving commodity prices, and aiding South Africa’s economic recovery, government 
may have had to resort to increased borrowings to fund the fiscal riot relief packages.  

•   A key point is that Sasria is a well-run, liquid SOE which has been returning dividends as 
the Minister mentioned, and did not fall to state capture, allowing as a result for substantial 
relief on the state insurance side for damage from civil unrest to insured infrastructure.  

•   Key is the extension of actual government aid to rebuild businesses which were uninsured, 
and this should occur without fear or favour, to reach all businesses damaged by the 
extreme violence of the recent political unrest which had the intention of sabotaging the 
economy. 

•   With the US FOMC meeting tonight, SA time, market expectations are for the Fed to 
provide a more dovish tone, reducing market fears on QE tapering and interest rate hikes 
given the negative impact of the third wave in Covid-19 infections on the US and global 
growth outlook. 

•   This could be supportive of commodity prices, which saw a very strong run in the second 
quarter of the calendar year, the first quarter of South Africa’s current fiscal 2021/22 year, 
which has added to a domestic revenue overrun in the period.  

•   The fiscal support measures detailed today for South Africa after its destructive recent 
riots, which are to be debt neutral, will aid the recovery in business and investor sentiment, 
and strengthen the outlook for the country as a whole, given the socio-economic focus.  

•  Furthermore, the Finance Minister highlighted the need for the ability of employees to be 
able to access a portion of pension funds, which would free up monies for consumer 
spending and also allow small business repairs and aid in recovering some lost ground 
from the riot action. 

•   SA is recovering from the harsh psychological impact of the riots, with the majority of 
citizens against the destruction of their livelihoods, the economy and their country, while 
government has learnt a lesson on the need for a quick future response and much better 
surveillance. 
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